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cumvent the MT approximation have been quite diverse, a lot of confusion has been raised about the validity of the different methods. In the discussion in section 4 we shortly deal with the several approaches in comparison with the present work, pointing out that they rather complement than contradict each other. The present state of the discussion on NF corrections is still appropriately characterized by Faulkner (1979) , who stated that "the problem of carrying out a rigorous multiple-scattering calculation for potentials that cannot be put in the form of anisotropic Muffin-Tin potentials is more difficult than it appeared to be in previous discussions" . A tentative conclusion from the different contributions might be that the NF corrections, although they may exist in theory, are small and even negligible in practice.
In this paper we present an extension of the KKR formalism. We show that it is possible to derive equations with the well-known KKR structure, but with a wider applicability. The results are, for example, independent of the used representation and allow the potentials to overlap. The present approach contains in the first instance energy integrations. That is why we like to refer to it as an off-the-energyshell analysis. In the literature only on-the-shell derivations are known. The off-the-shell technique has extensively been dealt with earlier by the present author (1983) but only in the context of the MT approximation. Here we shall release this restriction, meanwhile showing that the NF corrections do not exist.
In section 2 we present the theory in its most general form. Although the resulting formulae might be useless from a practical point of view, they form the necessary starting point for further work. In section 3 we introduce the assumption of non-overlapping potentials and specify the representation to be the energy-angular momentum representation. Then we show that the general expressions in section 2 reduce to the usual KKR equations. The essential tool for this reduction is a theorem, presented in appendix B, by which the energy integrations can be performed analytically. In section 4 we relate the present work to that of other authors. Throughout this paper atomic units are used with 1l = 2m = 1, h and m being Planck's constant and the electron mass respectively. §2. Multiple-Scattering Theory for Overlapping Potentials
Free Space
We start our considerations with the description of a particle in free space. This system will serve as reference system in the Lipmann-Schwinger equations to be used later on. Denoting the hamiltonian and momentum operator by H and p respectively, the time-independent Schrodinger equation reads as
Here, a stands for an arbitrary but complete set of quantum numbers. Examples are the place, the momentum and the energy-angular momentum representations, each with three quantum numbers. The vectors Ia >, being eigenvectors of a Hermitian operator, are assumed to form an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space of square integrable functions over R 3 • We express this symbolically by <a Ia' > = o(a -a'), where the 0 should be read as Kronecker delta with respect to discrete quantum numbers.
In the following we always use potentials which are built up out of atom-like potentials centered around lattice positions R;. Therefore, it is convenient to introduce an alternative basis in Hilbert space by applying the unitary shift operator:
The functions Ia ,i> are clearly centered around Ri because
We note that for all i the operator L !a,i><a,il equals the unity operator. In this notation the symbol a }.; is to be interpreted in the appropriate way. For example, in the energy-angular momentum represen-
The wave functions !a ,i > and Ia ,j> are not orthogonal for i * j. This defines a matrix J by (2.5) We may explicitly write a delta function here, because the shift operator exp(-ip·Ri) commutes with the free space hamiltonian.
In the following we shall frequently make use of the free space Green's operator defined by (2.6) with e small and positive. Matrix elements of G can readily be expressed in terms of the matrix J:
(2.7)
As for the notation, we emphasize already here that the matrix G, depending on three energies, should --3 --be distinguished from a matrix G, to be defined later on and which depends on only one energy.
From definition (2.5) for the J matrix it directly follows that (2.8) under the condition Ea = Ea' = Ea" . A similar property for the G matrix reads as
In section 3 we shall make use of these expansions. We note that in both equations no spatial conditions on the vector Rt are in force.
One Scatterer
To study potential-scattering we introduce a potential Vi, centered around R;. We put no other restrictions on Vi than that it vanishes outside a finite region Si around R; and behaves sufficiently smoothly in the near vicinity of R;, so that the eigenstates Ia ,i, + > of the hamiltonian H +Vi are also elements of Hilbert space. The states la,i,+> are assumed to form an orthonormal basis. They are connected to the free space states Ia ,i> via a Lipmann-Schwinger equation:
This can be rewritten into the form (2.10b) from which it follows that the operator (1-GVi) is unitary. In scattering theory it is common to introduce the t-matrix of Vi. For example, in the KKR equations all potential dependent information is contained in the t-matrices of the individual scatters. The t-matrix ti corresponding to Vi is defined by from which we conclude that the operator (1 +G(Ea)ti) is unitary. This property is used later on to study the determinant of the £-matrices.
Perfect Crystal
The crystal potential is given by (2.13) with i running over lattice positions. As is common, we assume the electron-electron interactions to be included in the construction of the Vi. We put here no other restrictions on the Vi than in the preceding subsection. In particular, we allow the Vi to be spatially overlapping. In spite of its infinite size, the perfect crystal is mathematically tractable thanks to the translation symmetry. The crystal wave functions I ..PC'> ' being eigenstates of the hamiltonian H + vcr' can be labeled by k = (n ,k) with n the band index and k crystal momentum. The Bloch theorem states that they obey the following periodicity pro- One of the basic concepts of the theory is the development of \'Wk'> within Si in terms of the basis set {Ia ,i, + >} , introduced in section 2.2. Because I'Wk'> is not normalizable over R 3 we introduce a cut-off version I..Pk'>i of the wave function by
Because ltifk>i is an element of Hilbertspace, it can be written as
with the coefficients d given by
It is important to realize that in this expansion basis functions at all energies are involved. The only way to avoid this complication is to require the Si not to overlap. The consequences of that assumption are studied in section 3. Let us write equation (2.15) into the form
It is appropriate to apply here an idea introduced by Brown and Ciftan (1983) , who multiplied both sides of equation (2.17a) by the same factor :
We shall deal with the left and right hand sides of this equation separately. Inserting an unity operator in the place representation into the left hand side of equation (2.17b) we obtain
In view of the finite range of Vi the r integration is restricted to Si, so we may replace I1J1~'> by I1J1~>i in this expression. Inserting an unity operator yields Jdr L <a,j,+IVi(l-GVi)fa' ,j,+><a' ,j,+fr><rflpf'>i a'
(2.18b)
Note that integration and summation may be interchanged here, because both correspond to expansions in terms of orthonormal bases in Hilbertspace. For the right hand side of equation (2.1t'ja similar procedure can be followed, which leads to the expression : considerably. After this reduction we arrive at an equation, which plays a central role in the theory: where the indices denote that the determinant is taken both with respect to sites and quantum numbers.
In the perfect crystal the sites R; are restricted to lattice positions and the Bloch condition (2.14) holds. Then we meet with the Fourier transform £j of G given by 
As shown above, the operator (l+Gt) is unitary, so we have the relation:
In the place representation the elements of the operator V are given by
The presence of condition (2.30a) as a possible solution of equation (2.29) deserves further analysis. In the context of this paper we are only interested in condition (2.30b). It strongly resembles the well-known KKR equations, though it is a generalised version, because now also the off-the-energyshell components of the band structure matrix are involved. §3. Multiple Scattering Theory for Non-Overlapping Potentials
In this section we introduce the assumption of non-overlapping potentials and specify the r~presentation to be the energy-angular momentum representation with quantum numbers (E ,I ,m) (E ,L ). Then it appears to be possible to bring the generalised KKR equation (2.2i) into the well-known on-theenergy-shell form.
Non-overlapping potentials.
If the ranges Si of the potentials vt have no spatial overlap, the crystal potential LVi coincides within j Si with Vi. This allows an expansion of the crystal wave function I'IJ.tf> in terms of only those basis functions Ia ,i, + > with Ea = E with E the energy under consideration. So, within Si we may use the following on-the-energy-shell expansion:
It is the aim of "classical" KKR theory to calculate the coefficients ci. We note that in the general theory, presented in section 2, the assumption of non-overlapping potentials simply implies the replacement (3.2)
The (E ,L) representation
In the theory developed above the free space basis functions Ia ,i > play an important role. In the energy-angular momentum representation with a = (E ,L) these functions are given by The analogue of equation (2.9) can be shown to be (Molenaar,1983) under the condition
The matrix t 1 , introduced in equation (2.11), is in the (E ,L) representation given by Let us now study the matrix mt, defined by equation ( If R 1 and Ri are neighbouring sites the theorem of appendix B is not directly applicable, because the spatial condition is not fulfilled. To remedy this we follow an idea by Gonis (1986) and introduce "farfield" centres Rt and Rp by (3.16 )
where A is an arbitrarily big, real number. Thanks to properties (3.6) and (3.8) we may in the integrand of (3.14) replace R 1 and Ri by Ri' and Rr respectively. It is interesting to notice that the same replacement could have been made in equation (2.19 ). In the latter context it is the more obvious that this is allowed, because there it corresponds to replacing some unity operators by other ones. Mter the replacements we have jr-R 1 ·I+Ir'-Rrl < IRi'rl for nearly all points rand r'. Excluding for the moment the regions of S 1 and Si where this condition is violated yet, we may again apply the theorem of appendix B.
As before, this results in an expression like ( the ranges S 1 and S i coincide with the i -th and j -th Wigner-Seitz cells respectively.
In shorthand notation condition (3.20) could be written as detL(~t) = 1. It is interesting to realize that, if the angular momentum indices extend to infinity, one has detL(t~O and detL(t;~oo , but apparently detL(@t~l.
To avoid conceptual problems one could introduce an arbitrarily large but finite cut-off value for angular momentum but this does not change the essential features of the present derivations.
--12 -- §4.
Discussion
The discussion on Near-Field corrections until now has made clear that problems in going beyond the Muffin-Tin approximation stem from the spatial conditions in the following matrix elements of the free space Green's function: are restricted to Muffin-Tin spheres around R; and Ri respectively. However, it is shown above that these restrictions need not to be obstructive to derive the KKR equation for non-Muffin-Tin potentials.
In this paper a short discussion of preceding work on this subject may not be missing. Williams and van Morgan (1972) used an expansion such as (4.2) outside the region where it holds. On detecting this error, Ziesche (1974) and Faulkner (1979) concluded to the existence of Near-Field corrections if one goes beyond the Muffin-Tin approximation. Impressive calculations by Faulkner (1985 Faulkner ( ,1986 suggested that the corrections, if any, are small. Neglecting possible corrections he performed an empty lattice analysis in two dimensions. Although he made use of an cut-off value as big as !max= 60 this numerical approach did not exclude the existence of the corrections in a definite way. Brown and Ciftan (1983 ,1985 ) modified the theoretical basis of the theory a bit. They used in expansion (3.1) basis functions, which are connected to the part of the crystal potential within the circumscribing spheres of the Wigner-Seitz cells. They carefully applied these expansions only within the cells. In this way KKR-like equations can be obtained, which will certainly yield the correct band structure. However, the wave function coefficients and the t-matrices in this approach are quite different from the corresponding quantities in KKR theory.
A completely different approach is followed by Gonis (1986) . The essence of his method is also used in the present paper. In expansions around neighbouring sites he moves their centres to far field positions at opposite sides of and at a far distance from the original positions, just as indicated in formula (3.16) . In this way one gets rid of the spatial conditions in expansion (4.2). His derivation concerns a system consisting of two non-overlapping potentials in free space, and it is claimed that it can be extended to the crystal. Although the setting of the present paper is quite different, it in fact includes this extension. Here, we avoid a complication present in the original two-scatterer approach, where use is made of the inverse of the t-matrices of the individual scatterers. However, for potentials of finite range one has detL (t) = 0 if the L ,L' indices in tLL' extend to infinity. The only way to remedy this problem is to introduce an artificial cut-off value for angular momentum indices. But then it is not allowed to shift the far field positions to infinity and it is formally not proved that the Near Field corrections van-
ish.
A recent contribution is by Zeller (1987) . He introduces in expansion (4.2) a factor f(N), which assures absolute convergence as long as N is finite. Then, the usual KKR equation can be derived in- In this appendix we prove the following proposition. 
